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Ishi Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 162 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.5in. x
0.4in.This is essentially a book on chess history, showing how different styles of chess play became
popular and flourished and then faded in popularity, such as for example the Hyper-Modern Style
of play that became All the Rage in the 1920s and 1930s. Former World Chess Champion Dr. Max
Euwe traces the history of chess going through the games of the greatest players in history showing
how the earliest recorded games show a wild attacking style. Later styles emphasized development,
then pawn structure, then defensive play, then positional. Now primarily strategic planning is
emphasized. Dr Euwes thesis in his new book is that the evolution of the style of a chess player,
during his formative years, runs parallel to that of the game itself since the dawn of modern chess
in the seventeenth century. Forty-four great games, spanning the three centuries from Greco to
Spassky, are analyzed in depth, always with reference to chess knowledge and practice current at
the time. From the long history of master chess, Dr. Euwe has selected the great figures whose
positive contributions to theory and dogma have influenced the methods...
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This pdf may be worth acquiring. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of the pdf. I am pleased to let you know that this is the very
best ebook we have read inside my own lifestyle and could be he finest publication for ever.
-- Pr of . Abe Sa tter f ield IV-- Pr of . Abe Sa tter f ield IV

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea  Leg r os V-- Lea  Leg r os V
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